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Schaap from the Heart

Local
Grindings
Chattanooga-area
coffee shops offer a
unique flare in the
presence of “the
man.”
by Rashad Gober

If

you’re
going

to be a writer,
it has to come
from your heart.
PHOTOS BY NATE CARL

Professor Paul Hesselink, along with other faculty and students, listens attentively as this year’s Nick Barker
Writer-in-Residence, James Schaap, gives a reading and inspires all attending to “write from the heart.”

Bits of Schaap’s own experience are
incorporated within this story. For instance,
On this past Tuesday evening, Dr. James he has a niece who recently had twins.
C. Schaap, the current Nick Barker Writer- Their birth made him wonder what would
in-Residence, gave a reading of some of his happen if there had been complications in
short stories in the lower level of Brock Hall. the pregnancy. Hence, the miscarriage in
There were about thirty people present, his story. Also, like the protagonist, Schaap
including Covenant students, President is a photographer. He mentioned that he
and Mrs. Nielson, English professors, often wonders about finding something
staff and community members, and also like a body in old barns he photographs.
Schaap’s wife Barbara.
Schaap repeatedly noted that his stories
Professor Sarah Huffines introduced are born out of scraps of experience and
Schaap to the audience, mentioning his anecdotes, and expanded from there.
many published works, awards, and current
“It’s not a performance, but he tells his
teaching position at Dordt College.
stories very well,” junior Nate Carl said.
Schaap read two stories. The first story,
The second story, “Mins the Scavenger,”
“Pilgrim,” will soon be featured in IMAGE, is a selection from one of his “novel-ina Christian journal for the arts.
stories,” a series of related short stories
“Pilgrim” is a story of the badlands, about entitled The Secrets of Barneveld Calvary.
an ex-pastor and current photographer
“Mins the Scavenger,” was more
named Ray Martin who struggles to cope lighthearted and centered around a
with the grief of separation from his wife character named Mins De Boom, a Dutch
and the miscarriage of their children. One immigrant and retired high school janitor
day while taking a walk to take pictures, who spends his afternoons pedaling along
he happens upon a woman who has hung the highway collecting the trash and
herself from the rafters of an old barn, discarded aluminum cans found there.
triggering reflection about his wife coming One day he comes across an unusual
to a similar end and moving Ray towards find—a scuffed-up black case with a viola
taking the first step in healing their inside. Magically, Mins plays a tune that he
relationship.
remembers from his childhood, though he

by Lianne Visser & Hannah Cohen

has never touched a viola before in his life.
However, when a townsperson calls looking
for his daughter’s missing instrument,
Mins knows he must surrender his newly
beloved treasure. That evening, he goes to
the secluded cemetery and plays the viola
one last time before giving it back.
The story closes with the narrator relating
Mins’ death, and includes a thoughtful
reflection on the phrase, “Those who
have ears will listen,” leaving the reader to
interpret as he will.
“It was nice to see Dr. Schaap step outside
of his normal, strict allegiance to realism,”
said junior Andrew Shaughnessy. “The
story was fun. I liked it.”
In between the stories, there was a brief
time of discussion. Professor Hesselink
asked Schaap what he thought about the
value of MFA programs in creative writing.
Schaap answered that: “you could learn
‘tricks’ from such programs, but if you’re
going to be a writer, it’s going to come from
your heart. You’re going to write because
you have to tell a story.”

hannah.cohen@covenant.edu
lianne.visser@covenant.edu

The rising popularity of thrift stores,
bad haircuts, and bands no one has heard
of have forced many young adults to seek
alternative gathering locations—primarily, local coffee shops. What does Chattanooga have to offer these hipsters?
Newest to the Chattanooga coffee scene
is Pasha Coffee & Tea, which opened just
one year ago. Pasha provides a unique atmosphere and theme that sets them apart
from your average Starbucks or local coffee spot. “We stick to the roots, especially
as being a Turkish coffee house. It makes
us stand apart and keeps people coming
here,” says employee Matt Skudlerek.
Pasha’s goal is to create a quality product that makes customers want to come
back. The owners genuinely love coffee,
and made visits to various coffee houses
when researching the kind of atmosphere
they wanted to project with Pasha. The
end result is an artistic hang-out spot
that boasts a variety of Fair Trade, certified organic coffees, and free wi-fi internet (an alluring feature, especially for
college students).
Check out Pasha in St. Elmo (across
from Mr. T’s Pizza) if you’re looking for
a laid-back yet unique atmosphere and a
delicious cup of coffee.
Greyfriar’s, nearest to the downtown
Starbucks, has been a long-time favorite
of Covenant students and visitors alike.
Opening its doors in 1993, Greyfriar’s
central location satisfies those unfamiliar
with the Chattanooga-area with a cozy
alternative to the corporate competition
down the street. “You can feel completely
comfortable here,” says General Manager
Renee Merritt. “Going to Starbucks has
that ‘corporate feel,’ and Greyfriar’s is a
completely different atmosphere.”
This hang-out spot also roasts and
grinds their beans in-house the “old
school” Italian way, which they believe
sets them apart in taste and flavor. The
couches and tables in the living room
area encourage students to study, talk, or
just relax, but Greyfriar’s target market
isn’t primarily college students. “We look
to get a vast array of customers. . . we
typically get lawyers and business people
in the morning, students in the afternoon, and movie-goers in the evenings.”
The hours aren’t the best for you late-

continued on page two
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Chatt Coffee Co. Joins Local Coffee Community
continued from page one
owls, but give Greyfriar’s a try if you’re
looking for decent coffee and a comfortable atmosphere.
And what about that new coffee house
on Broad Street? Well, the location is new,
but Chattanooga Coffee Co. has been in
existence since 2002. The flagship location on Market Street, Chattz, has been a
huge success, with many loyal customers
frequenting the small location since the
beginning—hence the expansion. Chattanooga Coffee Co. isn’t as much concerned with the atmosphere as they are
with the freshness of their drinks. You
can rest assured that any cup of coffee
you receive from the Chattanooga Coffee Co. has been roasted and grinded inhouse that morning. Bailey, an employee
at the Broad Street location provides a
different perspective on what the local
coffee shop should provide. “We focus
primarily on freshness, consistency, and
customer service.”
She attributes part of their success to
customers’ “leaning more towards artisan and small-batch roasting.” Bottom
line, if you’re primarily looking for a
freshly brewed, delicious cup of coffee,
it is worth your time to check out Chattanooga Coffee Co. on Broad, or Chattz
on Market.
Do these small businesses see themselves

as competitors with Starbucks? “Not really,”
Skudlerek says. “Not as much as people
think. Even though it’s still the coffee industry, we offer enough unique items. We
usually don’t take too much into what Starbucks does, because even though it’s the
same industry, it’s a completely different
product.”
Interestingly enough, each of these three
local coffee companies see Starbucks as a
positive factor in their specific success. It
seems that Starbucks’ omnipresence is actually encouraging locals and visitors alike
to “think outside the chain” when seeking
a good cup of coffee.
At Greyfriar’s, Merritt believes that the
presence of Starbucks has actually brought
more attention to the shop. “It’s a different bean, it’s a different taste, it’s a different atmosphere than you get at Starbucks,”
Merritt said.
The values of the public seem to be
playing a significant role in this success.
“I think that people’s tastes are really maturing,” says a Chattanooga Coffee Co.
employee. “People are definitely used
to fresh coffee and have really grown to
love small coffee shops….For the convenience, people do like Starbucks because
they’re everywhere, but it’s becoming
more about the freshness than about the
speed and price.”

PHOTO COURTESY OF GARRETT REID

A Chattz Coffee barista poses for the camera in between cups of coffee.

rashad.gober@covenant.edu

Pre-Orientation Slated for Summer ‘10
PHOTO BY GARRETT REID

by Joe Dodd

Freshmen Austin Shelton and Austin Doctor chat it up during the first
gathering of Orientation Week this past August.

Faculty Quote of the Week
“I read a little Cosmo from time to time.”

Prof. Bill Davis, CHOW II

Most Covenant College students probably
have mixed emotions about orientation week. It
is a time of big changes: leaving the nest, starting your college career, and possibly even meeting a spouse. There is even what some would call
a dark side to orientation week. The schedule is
packed with things like placement exams, Christian Mind, and that maze of paperwork in Mills
Hall. One barely has time to enjoy being at such
a beautiful place.
For a few incoming freshman, that problem
has been solved. Beginning summer 2010, a twoday Pre-Orientation will be offered at Covenant.
Julie Moore, director of student life, said that the
idea “came out of the strategic plan.” According
to Moore, “lots of colleges have this.” She observed a similar program at Berry College, where
the program is required of all incoming freshmen.
Covenant’s own Pre-Orientation, running
from June 17-18, will not be required and the

capacity is set at 100 students. Parents are invited
to stay.
During this time students would be able to
meet with their advisor, get their Scots card, and
take care of some financial aid. “It would give
students a chance to take care of a lot of things,”
said Moore. “If you go ahead and get 100 students to do this, think about all the free time that
gives them during orientation.”
The “Mills Dash”, as Moore called it, would
be nearly eliminated. All a student who came
to the pre-orientation would need to do during
orientation week is “just confirm everything and
you’re done”, said Moore. This would include
their course registration, and possibly completing financial aid. Moore said that orientation
week for a student who came to the pre-orientation “won’t be quite as chaotic.” This would
leave time to relax, or finish reading The Idea of a
Christian College.

continued on page three
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The Verdict
Yes...

to daffodils
and crocuses.

No... to the AC
turning on when it’s
snowing outside.

Letters to the editor
are welcome!
Send them by email to bagpipe@
covenant.edu, with “Letter to the
Editor” in the subject line.
Or send letters to:
The Bagpipe
Box 689, 14049 Scenic Highway
Lookout Mountain, GA 30750.
• Letters may be edited for clarity and
length.
• Letters should be signed with full name,
class standing, and declared major, if
applicable.

The Bagpipe

Letter to the Editor:
by Gary Lindley ‘72
It has been many years (nearly 40) since
I wrote anything for the Bagpipe, but Dr.
Foreman’s comment on a piece by Jonathan Cate prompts a response. In making
a case for the morality of the Senate health
care bill, Dr. Foreman properly challenges
all of us who claim the name of Christ to
regard others more highly than we regard
ourselves, to be willing to give up some of
our “personal peace and affluence” (Francis Schaeffer’s phrase, not Foreman’s) for
the sake of the uninsured poor. He says
that opposition to this legislation is motivated by the “realization that extending
health care to the poor will actually cost
something.” On those grounds, opposition is likely immoral.
Dr. Foreman has occupied the moral
high ground here, or so it seems, so any
argument with him on this point will have
the appearance of moral debasement, but
I’ll try anyway. I’ll make no attempt to
refute his fairly sweeping condemnation
of business generally and the prosperity
which a “free market ideology” has foisted

upon most of us reading his words. Such
a counter-argument, while not having
to embrace a totally free market, is certainly possible, but this is not my focus.
My concern here is first of all with a onesided argument that a certain callousness
attends opposition to massive health care
legislation and the implication that “the
working poor and the unemployed” are
currently without any protection. This is
simply not the case. Medicaid, although it
threatens to bankrupt many states (Georgia and Tennessee notable in this number),
provides medical services to millions of
low-income folks. It does so at rates which
are unacceptable to many health care providers, and so these uncovered costs are
routinely passed along in higher prices to
those “fortunate enough to have health insurance,” people like Dr. Foreman and me.
As Georgia residents, he and I contribute
to Medicaid through our federal taxes, our
state taxes, and indirectly through our insurance premiums. We contribute as well,
and so do many of the Bagpipe’s student
readers, to Medicare, which covers the
poor while covering everyone else over 65.

In like manner, we all contribute to Social
Security, which provides a different sort of
assistance to the same population.
My final concern has to do with Dr.
Foreman’s implicit challenge that as followers of Christ, we should be willing to
sacrifice for the sake of the poor. No argument here, especially if this challenge is
directed at how he and I give away our
own “prosperity.” But your young readers should know that the aforementioned
entitlements (Medicare and Social Security), plus the new health care entitlement (much of which will be administered
through Medicaid), has them on the hook
for literally tens of trillions of dollars in
unfunded liabilities, even before the costs
for Obamacare kick in. This will come to
hundreds of thousands of dollars for each
household in America--obviously unsustainable. Having been saddled with these
costs by the decisions of their elders, I see
nothing “irrational” or “selfish” in the current generation of college students rejecting such mandated largesse.

Want to add your voice to the discussion? Email bagpipe@covenant.edu

June O-Team to Lighten the Load
PHOTO BY GARRETT REID
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To facilitate the need for staff, any student
working at Covenant for the summer who is
an O-Team leader will help. Ten student leaders will be pulled from the normal work, while
still receiving pay, to help with the two days of
pre-orientation.
Moore said that the admissions department
has already sent out save the date cards. Registration for pre-orientation begins the first week
of April. It sounds like 100 lucky incoming students get to pass on the Mills dash and enjoy
some real down time during orientation week.
For more information on pre-orientation click
the “Student Life” link on the college website
and then click on “Orientation” and then “PreOrientation”.

joe.dodd@covenant.edu

Freshman Greg Steele and others swarm the chapel lawn during
Orientation Week ‘09.

14049 Scenic Highway • Lookout Mountain, GA 30750

If you would like the Bagpipe to
run a story on something, send
your suggestion by email to
bagpipe@covenant.edu with
“Story Idea” in the subject line.
“You must be the change you
wish to see in the world.”
For advertising inquiries,
contact Kaitlin Fender:
ph: (706) 799-7071
bagpipe@covenant.edu

Know what’s up?

Write for News
bagpipe@covenant.edu
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The Death
of Indie
that they don’t want their films to be labeled
as mainstream. Being mainstream is the worst
What defines “Indie?” Rachael Maddux from nightmare for any Indie cat; to go mainstream
Paste Magazine claims that “the only universally means to recognize your distinguishing features
held truth about Indie is that nobody agrees in the massive sea of other artists. In short, once
on what it means.” I agree with her claim, but you go mainstream, you have lost your idenI don’t think we should stop there. If the Indie tity. By nature, Indie cats are attracted to the
genre is so difficult to define, is it pointless to try unpopular, so they grab at anything that hasn’t
and understand it? I would say no. Striving to been taken yet, or at least hasn’t been taken for
understand Indie, and other cultural trends for some time. Douglas Haddow in his article from
that matter, is part of our responsibility to engage Adbusters Magazine says Indie is the place “where
culture. Let’s look through the keyhole of Indie all the formally dominant streams of counterinto a dimly-lit room of modern culture.
culture have merged together into one mutating,
The word Indie is short for “independent,” trans-Atlantic melting pot of styles, tastes and bewhich already gives us a lot to work with. Take haviors.” It’s a collection of 80’s, punk, pop, folk,
for example independent films such as Garden and eclectic; penny loafers, horn-rimmed glasses,
State, Little Miss Sunshine, Juno and The Royal body piercings, vintage bikes, graphic t-shirts,
Tenenbaums. These films were all produced with- and vinyl record players.
out any or less than 50% financing from major
However, there is so much more to Indie than
movie studios. Why would these filmmakers particular media or particular fashion; there is
want to go independent? The simple answer is an attitude that is also characteristic of anyone

by Tera Woods

heavily involved in the genre. When I think of a tention and developed into a trend itself. The tragtrue Indie cat, I think of someone who is looking edy of the story is that these Indie cats, in trying
for new ways to be different just for the sake of to escape the nightmare of becoming mainstream,
being different. But these are not revolutionaries! created a counter-culture that attracted others to
They may love to combat tradition but they do the scene. Soon, being “different” wasn’t different
it in a passive aggressive manner. Like the post- anymore. Indie has inevitably ceased to be the unmodernist, the Indie cat does not lean on abso- derdog; it is now the new trend. By default, the
lute truth; in fact, they don’t lean on anything. Indie cat must now forsake the genre in order to
They don’t know where to place their trust. They identify himself among the majority.
try everything and eventually reject everything.
So what’s next? Trends never cease being set,
They are by nature nomadic, and therefore do clothing designers never stop guessing what will
not dress the same, dance the same, attend the sell off the racks, consumers never stop looking
same parties, or vote for the same politicians for for the clothing that celebrities display. So what
an extended amount of time. They are afraid of will it be now? Style-wise, I think we will see
consistency; they do not trust.
sci-fi emerge from the ashes--metallic, clean-cut,
Being different is what Indie cats live for. They astronaut, bazaar, Lady Ga Ga-esque. But here
follow the underdog of trends until that underdog is where I turn it to you; where are we headed?
becomes the new fad. As soon as that happens, the And don’t say Indie. Let it go. It’s dead, accordIndie cat will deliberately abandon the trend and ing to Rachael from Paste: “it killed itself.”
look for the next underdog to cling to. Sadly, their
own desire to be different caught other people’s attera.woods@covenant.edu

The New Yorker Writer David Grann Comes to Covenant
PHOTO COURTESY OF RANDOM HOUSE

tury’s last great geographic explorers, Percy Fawcett.
While dutifully researching Fawcett’s ill-fated quest
Covenant students will have another chance to discover a lost city in the Amazon, Grann’s desire
to interact with a premier writer from The New to follow the story developed into obsession itself,
Yorker magazine next month, when the college thus luring him into the jungle in hopes of retracing
hosts David Grann on April 9. Grann, who also Fawcett’s steps. The resulting book garnered several
happens to be a current New York Times best- awards and countless spots on “notable book of the
selling author, will be visiting campus to talk year” lists, and has been adapted to screenplay for a
about his recent book The Lost City of Z: A tale feature film starring Brad Pitt.
of Deadly Obsession in the Amazon. Mark your
As earlier reported in The Bagpipe by Matt
calendars—this event is not to be missed.
Baddorf, Grann’s devotion to painstaking reAs one of the most highly respected long-form search resulted in last year’s sobering New Yorker
journalists in America today, Grann’s talent lies in essay, “Trial By Fire.” The essay chronicled a sethe non-fiction narrative. His stories have tackled ries of events that led to the wrongful execution
topics that range from secret water tunnel systems of an innocent man, and was commended by
in New York to Polish murder mysteries to scien- David Brooks as the most powerful essay he
New York Times bestselling author and tists on the hunt for a giant squid—all of them had read in 2009. Grann’s essay prompted the
state of Texas to re-examine the case, ultimately
writer for the New Yorker David Grann. hinging on the common theme of obsession.
Z chronicles the true story of one of the 20th cen- leading them to admit that the evidence used in

by James Harrison

the conviction of Cameron Todd Willingham
could not be sustained.
Earlier this year, Grann also released a collection of his recent stories in book form, titled,
The Devil and Sherlock Holmes: Tales of Murder,
Madness, and Obsession. Copies of both it and
Z will be available for purchase and signing at
the event at Covenant on April 9, but it might
not be a bad idea to get your hands on a copy
beforehand. Many of his essays are available for
reading on the Internet, as well.
It’s a safe bet that Grann will be able to
teach Covenant students a thing or two about
research. So why not do some research yourself, and come prepared with a question? You
won’t regret it—that is—unless your research
drives you into some sort of deadly obsession.

james.harrison@covenant.edu
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WEST
SIDE
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SUCCESS
by Luisa DiBernardo
Covenant College did not shame the music of Leonard Bernstein as they put on his
and lyricist Steven Sondheim’s famous musical West Side Story.
The story is based off of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, where two races both alike
in humanity fight over the territory of the
streets. The setting for the musical is New
York City. The Puerto Rican gang the
“Sharks” have moved into the territory of the
American gang the “Jets.”
The musical begins with Riff, the leader of
the Jets, who is played by senior Wes Simmonds. He dances with his gang, who soon
run into the Sharks. Both gangs get into a
fight, but are split up by the police. Despite
tension in the show, “the cast gelled well and
could perform this musical for two months
and not get tired of it,” said senior Jonathan
Vanderhart, who plays Bernardo, leader of
the Sharks.
Later Riff stops at Doc’s Drugstore to
persuade his long-time friend and former jet
leader, Tony, played by senior Justin Johns,
to go to a dance and help in the Jets shenanigans with the Sharks. Although Tony’s
character is typically played by a tenor, Johns,
a baritone, won over the audience with his
soaring voice, which sent them sailing in the
clouds with his song “Something’s Coming.”
The anticipation is set further as Maria,
played by junior Laura Childers, and her
supporting character Anita (Bernardo’s girlfriend), freshman Chloe Payne, are introduced. Childers immediately captured the
hearts of the audience with the charm and
innocence of her character as she spun into
the dance at the gym. Payne also gave an
outstanding performance.
It was love at first sight for Tony and
Maria. After the dance and a confrontation
between the gangs, everyone split and Tony
finds Maria after the dance on her balcony.
Childers and Johns did an astounding job at
acting all of their scenes. Their singing was
heavenly—both soprano and baritone were
strong and blended well.
In the midst of angst between the dance

and rumble Simmonds gives a robust taste of
what it takes to fight on the streets in his song
“Cool,” in which he admonishes his fellow men to
keep it cool—real cool.
The quintet “Tonight” brought the
audiences’ anticipation of the rumble to its
zenith. Each part was heard clearly and the
bitter irony of the like-mindedness of the
gangs came out as they mirrored each other’s
words. Tony goes to the rumble for Maria to
make peace by making it a fair fist fight, but
things turn out unexpectedly.
Tony finds Maria afterwards to comfort her
and beg forgiveness for what happened. The
elegant dancing for the song “Somewhere”
displayed the entire play in a nutshell. It
highlighted the crummy life in the city and the
strive for somewhere ideal and peaceful.
One of the biggest issues that the musical
addresses is the cycle of hatred and violence
on the streets. Covenant did a wonderful job
of portraying the passion and angst in the
characters’ messed up lives, especially in playing
and singing the clever, difficult, and dissonant
music of Bernstein. The song “Officer Krupke”
was a hit on the comical side of this portrayal
with freshman Jacob Davis adding the cherry
on top with his falsetto. This song, though
funny, shows the seriousness in the lives of
people on the streets. Each gang member tries
to diagnose the problem but each is futile.
West Side Story is not a disappointment.
Students in this musical have worked all year,
especially on the dancing, and their work has
born much fruit. Childers commented that
Musical Theater at Covenant “is done in a
spirit of love. Encouragement flows flows from
the lips of the cast, and many have actively
worked to build others up verbally. Dr. Brown
joked about having formed a “West Side Story”
family. I really feel like that is true.”
Sophomore Jacob Corbett, one of the Jets,
said, “we owe a lot to Barry VanCura, who
spent countless hours taking Jerome Robbins
choreography and fitting it on our severely
limited stage.” So get to the chapel this
Top: Senior Justin Johns, as Tony, comforts junior Laura Childers, as Maria.
Thursday and Friday at 7:30 p.m. to see the
Bottom (from left to right): Sophomores Jamie Wiggins and Daniel Rienstra,
final performances. Student tickets are $5.
senior Wes Simmonds, freshman Jacob Davis, and sophomore Jacob Cor-

bett sing “Tonight” right before they face the Sharks in the rumble.

luisa.dibernardo@covenant.edu
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Special Grace
Not So Common
PHOTO BY DAVID LABELLE

by Steve Brown
I don’t think any of us would argue that a
distinction ought to be made between common and special grace. Unfortunately, however, the line of division has gotten so blurred
that we can barely even trace it out. For instance, many people these days make no division between the believer and non-believer
except in the degree of grace each has received.
What they don’t seem to be taking into account, however, is that the measure of grace
received is not simply quantitative, but is in essence qualitative. It is not a matter of amount,
but a matter of kind.
Furthermore, finding oneself on either
side of this antithesis is not to say that one
is deserving and the other not, or that we
should ignore the existence of a gift wherever it may be found. Only that the two recipients, though both equally undeserving,
have in fact received two different types of
grace, one saving, the other not.

A subsequent issue is that of the “image of
God” in man. Yes, common grace does allow for the “image of God” in the unregenerate to still be seen and appreciated. In reality however, it only exists as a ruin, thrown
down and assaulted by the rebellion of original sin and further defiled by the consequent
lawlessness which follows. If this were not
the case, we would not need to be redeemed.
Special grace on the other hand, is the
effectual regenerating power that causes
a person to be born again, working progressively to restore in him the image of
God which was all but lost during the fall.
Moreover, it is the forgiveness of our failure
in the first Adam to bear the fullness of the
image of God in which we were created and
only effectual by faith in the true image
of God, the second Adam the Lord Jesus
Christ. Non-believers simply do not share
in this blessing and are therefore constantly
under God’s wrath.
John Calvin wrote in his Institutes, Book

1; Ch. 15; Sec. 4, regarding this very issue,
man remains to serve only as an indictment,
“It cannot be doubted that when Adam emphasizing in one respect the responsibillost his first estate he became alienated from ity that they have to glorify God in all they
God. Wherefore, although we grant that the do and in another, to shine a light on the
image of God was not utterly effaced and de- glaring fact that they haven’t.
stroyed in him [i.e. common grace], it was,
In conclusion, I believe that without a
however, so corrupted, that anything which firm understanding of the difference beremains is fearful deformity; and, therefore, tween common and special grace, and how
our deliverance begins with that renovation the dissimilarities between them effect how
which we obtain from Christ, who is, there- we view the image of God in man, we will
fore, called the second Adam, because he not have the basic presuppositions needed in
restores us to true and substantial integrity order to have a correct Christian worldview.
[i.e. special grace].”
Until these categories of grace are properly
Additionally, while it is true that God and distinctively drawn out, we will persist
does restrain the intent of the unbeliever’s in confusing the issue of the “image of God”
wicked heart through common grace, even in humanity. Not only will we improperly
allowing relative good to come from him, appreciate the saving grace which we have
the remaining “image of God” is not a basis received as believers, but we will continue
to excuse him or worse to praise him. Rath- making vague applications regarding our reer, it is a ground upon which we should be lationship to non-believers and consequenwarning him that one day he will be held ac- tially to the fallen world around us.
countable for such grace and judged. In this
sense, the “image of God” in unregenerate
steve.brown@covenant.edu

The “Maybe Attending” Culture
by Elizabeth Brink

This Facebook events page should
look familiar. It’s so easy to click that
“Maybe” button.

No. “I’d love to but: I’ve come down with
a really horrible case of something or other, I
never go out on days that end in “Y”, and...
well, maybe.” Those are some answers to take
the sting out of the word No. But do we sometimes make our NOs so palatable that they
may be thought of as a YES?
I didn’t show up or think twice about it. I
clicked the “maybe attending” button for the
event, thus making me not responsible to come
if I forgot or found out about something cooler.
Don’t tell me that you have never thought this
way. Little Susie invites you to go underwater
basket weaving with her. She sends you an
invite on Facebook. You know she would be
heartbroken if you said no, so you say you click
the button “maybe attending.” The incident

never crosses your mind again. You skirted that
awkward situation with ease.
What if everyone she asked said that they
might come? She waited expectantly at Mac Circle and no one came. Little Susie vowed to never
again set up an event. We view life as optional,
so of course we view events the same way. We
don’t just apply this thinking to Little Susie’s situations, but to actual meetings and outings. We
soon learn who are the people who always keep
dates and who we know we can be flexible with.
My favorite excuse is homework. We all have
it. We should be doing it all the time. So, how is
it a viable excuse? I use it as an excuse too, but
maybe I should just learn to say no. We aren’t a
saving face culture, so shouldn’t it be easy for us
just say no to each other? We wrestle with our
mandate to be nice, kind, and caring. Should lying be a part of that? But is it really lying if both

people involved know what is really being said?
I think the main problem we have is when
people don’t understand the little hints that
mean, “No.” People’s feelings get hurt. They
feel lied to, and the other people think that
they were being clear in their disinterestedness.
Can we avoid this? If only we had a way to tell
if the other person speaks the language poor
Little Susie so misunderstood.
Maybe this is simply a part of our culture
that people should learn to understand. If not
all Americans completely understand it, its own
meaning must not be completely clear. If it was
treated the same way across the board, maybe
would become the word no. There would be no ifs.
101 Easy Ways to Say No from http://ifaq.
wap.org/society/sayno.html.

elizabeth.brink@covenant.edu
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ENGLISH
PLEASE!
by Hannah VanBiber

Greetings from the United Kingdom!
Here I am at Oxford University, studying
English in a country that supposedly speaks
English. But let me tell you: American and
British English are not the same language.
Here in the UK they bin their rubbish, take
the mickey out of people, and wear knitted
tank tops. (By the way, that’s a sweater vest,
not an undershirt your grandmother made
you.) I can’t count all the times I have been
on the verge of screaming “COULD YOU
JUST SPEAK ENGLISH, PLEASE???” before realizing that’s what they’re doing.
Another thing that is different at Oxford: the
tutorial system. Instead of classes, academic life
is centered around one-on-one (or “one-to-one,”
as the Brits would say) tutorials in a specialized
subject. I write a paper, my tutor reads it, and
then we discuss it for an hour once a week. I
have never done anything more simultaneously
intimidating and satisfying in my life.
But somewhere between my tutor asking
me “So why do you think Shakespeare used
this word?” and me silently thinking Well, if
I knew the answer to that, I’d be teaching you,
and me saying aloud “Um, maybe because it’s
like the theme in Act 2”—well, somewhere in
there my appreciation of language has deepened considerably. Words to the writer are
something like pigment to the painter. Each
carefully crafted selection is significant to the
color and texture of the whole.
Oxford is a place where millions of words
are generated, written, archived, and debated.
Ever heard of the Oxford English Dictionary?
It’s pretty big. As an English Major, I’ve always
been fascinated with words, but I have recently
been intrigued by language as a specific set of
words that correspond with a specific culture,
heritage, and heart setting. Language is one of
the best-documented artifacts of human history (because it is documentation)—and yet
it remains one of the most elusive. There are

roughly 6,500 languages in the world today.
Most of us speak one or two at most.
I just got back from southern France where
Hunt Davidson and I visited some other
Covenant students in Aix-en-Provence for
our Spring Break. Here’s the thing: I took
three semesters of French at Covenant. I understand it just enough to grasp the gist of
what I hear and I speak enough to get around
(“Où sont les toilettes?”). Southern France is
beautiful, the food is fantastic, and most of
the people in its little towns are so friendly.
At the same time, surrounded by the foothills
of the Alps and the Mediterranean Sea, I was
homesick for the comfort of a place where
they speak my heart language. The friends
I was visiting there, who speak much better
French than I do, said the same thing.
English is my heart language. But, even
more specific than that, American English is.
I can narrow this down to “Southern,” then to
“South Louisianan,” then to “New Orleans,”
then to “South Louisianan Cajun American
English with a little Michigander thrown in.”
Even in England, I find myself craving to
hear my English, my heart language.
But I’ve found one place that always
speaks my heart language and it’s—get
ready for this—church. Maybe I should’ve
expected it but I really didn’t, despite the
fact that I’ve experienced the same thing in
every other country I’ve visited. No matter what language, no matter what accent,
when God’s people come together in his
house, they are in the most vital ways speaking the same language.
Here in Oxford I’ve made St. Ebbe’s my
home church. It’s a fairly contemporary-style,
family- and student-oriented Anglican church.
The people there may wear knitted tank tops
and trousers and eat bangers and mash and
call it a pavement not a sidewalk, but I share
a connection with them that is much deeper
than just language. Or maybe I should say I
share a language with them that is more last-

My heart language...

PHOTO COURTESY OF HANNAH VANBIBER

Hannah Vanbiber walks across a field after waking up at the crack of
dawn to watch a beautiful Oxford sunrise.

ing than American or British English.
guage to connect with another person’s heart.
If anything, my experience in Europe That alone has solidified my desire to learn
has given me a greater appreciation for the other languages and cultures. The conseincredible possibilities of language—all lan- quent relationships could last an eternity.
guages. I’ve learned that nothing can get at
So, even if sometimes it makes me miss
your spirit like hearing the words of your good ol’ America, British English is rather
heart language, which means that ultimately swell once you get it all sorted. Cheers.
I study my language to better understand the
people who speak it. I learn a foreign lanhannah.vanbiber@covenant.edu

Pre-Law Society Event featuring Salem al-Hasi

Islamic Law: Sharia and Modern Society
Where: Mills 270/280
When: 4:00-5:30 pm
Friday, March 26, 2010
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Scots Tennis Ramps Up
Covenant splits matches
against Milligan on Saturday.
by Sam Belz
On Saturday afternoon, the sky shifted between bright sun and overcast clouds as Covenant’s tennis teams faced off Milligan College
at the Champion Courts in remote Red Bank,
Tennessee. For most home matches, Covenant
uses the spacious Champion Courts which are
nice because both girls and guys can play all
their singles at the same time.
On the guys’ side, the serves soared over the net
fast and hard. Junior Josh Jeremiah, son of a teaching pro, and the Scots’ number one player, was exhibiting his usual good touch against Milligan.
“You can see him constructing points,” said
teammate sophomore Andy Jones about Jeremiah. “He’s slowly working, looking for the
shots he wants and going for it.”
“This guy is good enough to keep him honest,” Jones said about Jeremiah’s opponent, “but
not good enough to make Josh dig down deep
and concentrate.”
Jeremiah easily won his match and the Scots,
who are now 7-2, beat Milligan without losing
a match. “Even on a day like today, we don’t
want to slack off, because it’s practice for later,”
Jeremiah said as he rested afterwards.
Two hours into the match, though, the day was
still up for grabs for the lady Scots. Covenant’s
number one women’s player, sophomore Casey
Cochran, had trouble finding her rhythm, according to Head Coach Katherine Smith, as Cochran’s
opponent kept changing the pace of the match.
After the ladies’ disappointing losses in the
doubles round early in the day, their three
singles victories later in the afternoon were not
enough for best of nine as they lost 4-5. The
guys, with nine possible points to win as a team,
won all three of their doubles. After that, they
had to win just two singles to get the match.
For the Scots who ended the day 9-0, not even
perfection was a problem, even as sophomore
Jonny Herberich split sets mid-afternoon.
The Scots are now getting into the heart of
their schedule. This means more difficult teams
ahead both in the Great South division and the
AAC, out of which Covenant is transitioning.

PHOTOS BY GARRETT REID

Top: Junior ace Josh Jeremiah
Bottom: Sophomore Casey Cochran
waits for the incoming serve in a doubles match on March 6.

Last Week’s
Sports Scores
Monday, March 15
Men’s baseball at Tennessee Temple University,
10-3 W
Men’s tennis vs. University of the Cumberlands,
6-3 W
Women’s tennis vs. University of the Cumberlands, 8-1 W

sam.belz@covenant.edu

Tuesday, March 16
Men’s baseball vs. UVA-Wise, 12-2 W, 2-7 L |
Women’s softball vs. Tennessee Wesleyan College, 0-1 L, 6-9 L

Finished Reading?

Write for Sports
bagpipe@covenant.edu

Friday, March 19
Men’s baseball vs. Milligan College, 1-3 L

Saturday, March 20
Men’s baseball vs. Milligan College, 0-10 L, 1-3 L

